Research Summary

The social dimensions of violence for athletes

Introduction and research problem

"Violence," a term float on the surface of public life in Egypt clearly since the seventies of the twentieth century and still is, the evidence that the large number of political and scientific seminars held to discuss the causes and suggest ways to treat.

Violence does not arise in a vacuum, but there are societal structure secreted form frame it, and gives substance and meaning. And that there are reasons for the quality associated with forms of violence and multiple and diverse manifestations; however, that there are - at the same time - reasons a common and shared drive to the emergence of "state violence" also ends a comprehensive repercussions, and reaches us to the Li interpretations entirety this community case

The history of sports across different eras did not salvation some of the violence and rioting, and probably due to the asset Ethnographical old sports competitions primitive man where the conflict to an end and where the game a form of semi-battles and conflict resolution through peaceful means! , So that the thinker in place Sartre, has been taken from the sports competitions examples evidenced by the construction dialectic of human groups and the roles of individuals and draws through his analysis that the conflict in sports stadiums commensurate with human groups composition and social order posed no matter how it seemed to contradict.

konrard have qualified Lorenz sport, saying: "It's one of the shapes outstanding battle prepared human culture ritual," In another location so that the aggressive but is a genuine desire on the human survival genre, and sports a kind of psychological expression subconscious for this desire, as mentioned goodhart & chataway in 1968, that sport is considered a "war without weapons," this was the title of their book.
The increase in violence at the community level as a whole sports community in particular, waving us to draw our gaze to him, The answered these questions We will catch a thread tells us the extension, to complete Then, we get to the end of this thread and control it as much as possible, Are shown the importance of this problem in that we we will put our hands on the social dimensions of violence between the players, we will discuss how to be the coach of the role of the behavior of the player on the field, and the role of the referee and his decisions, which may increase the violence, And how is the level of physical and skill and psychological player impact towards his behavior and violent inside the stadium, and look for the pressures faced by the player inside and outside the stadium and its impact in the unloading and venting it through violent in competition his performances, Through this research will learn the player of the cost of incident One with an account as a result of violent behavior and the interest earned versus cost, Sidor Find also about the rules and laws of the game a hand in the violence inside the stadium or not, and how the players affected by the importance of the win over fierce performance, and also recognize the vision of the players to perform violent inside the stadium as a sign of masculinity, moreover it is important to examine the former social dimensions mentioned depending on the Sunni for the player of the stage, and also depending on the educational level of the player, if we looked at violence depending on the dimensions of the above-mentioned we will give promise guide to whom it may concern of researchers in this area instructors or institutions involved want to stand on the phenomenon in a scientific and objective.

Aim of the research

The research aims to identify the social dimensions of violence among players and through:

1. Identify the impact of social learning process (reinforcement or punishment, or by distinct alarm or through modeling and simulation) through coach and referee and "the family and the
parents' and the fans and the media On violent behavior among a sample search.

2. Identify the extent of the players affected by the theory of catharsis and discharging toward violent behavior.

3. To identify the influence of coaches, referees and fans and media in childhood period when the player on the violent behavior now.

4. To determine the usefulness of the player we act of violent account after bearing the cost.

5. Identify the affected players of the sports physical friction - given a justification to commit violence during the competition.

6. Recognize be affected of the players in the tournament team arranged toward violent behavior inside the stadium.

7. Identify the extent of the use of violent behavior in the event of defeat, and the extent of the use of violent behavior in the case of playing on the playground rival.

8. Recognize be affected of the players the rules and laws of the game, because they allow more violence.

9. To determine the impact of the training status of the player (fitness - skills - preparing psycho stabilization money) on the players and their violence inside the stadium.

10. Identify the players affected by the doctrine of "win at any cost, by any means."

11. To identify the extent of affected players that playing violent proof of manhood.

12. Identify the most influential dimensions on the players toward violent behavior.

**Research questions:**

1. Is the violence happens the player as a result of social learning process (reward or punishment, or by distinct alarm clock or through modeling and simulation) through coach and referee and "the family and the parents' and the fans and the media?"

2. Is the violence happens the player toward others catharsis and discharging repressed emotions and pressures and frustrations of everyday life?
3. What is the influence of coaches, referees and fans and media in childhood period when the player on the violent behavior now?
4. Does the player usefulness of us from violent act account after bearing the cost?
5. Are sports physical frictions - given a justification to commit violence during the competition?
6. Is Arrangement of teams in the tournament from the competition makes a fertile environment for violence?
7. Are increase the use of violent behavior in case of defeat? Are increase the use of violent behavior in the case of playing on the playground rival?
8. Are the norms and laws of some sports, allow more violence - because they allow the rule of an area of self-appreciation?
9. Is there a relationship between the training status of the player (fitness - skill - preparing psycho stabilization money) and his violence inside the stadium?
10. Does the doctrine of "win at any cost, by any means," athletic competition transforms into violent conflict between the players?
11. Are the players thought that playing violent proof of manhood?
12. What are the most influential players on the dimensions toward violent behavior?

- Research procedures

- Research Methodology

The researcher used the descriptive survey style as it suits the nature of the research procedures.

- The research sample

- Research community

The research community Consists of 230 player of the handball players registered consists in reports rulers have committed violent inside the stadium for the season 2015/2016.
The research sample

The sample consisted of 110 players from 16 teams, and the members of the sample of registered players in the referees reports that they have committed violence inside the stadium, where the sample exploratory first reached five players, while the sample exploratory second 15 players, so the sample core 90 became players who are as follows.

Data Collection Instruments

The researcher used a questionnaire designed as a means of data collection so as to suitability of the nature and methodology of research and achieves its aims.

Exploratory study

The first exploratory study

The researcher exploratory study on the strength of five players the hands of football, where the researcher apply the open sample interview in order to reach dimensions that cause violence inside the stadium.

Second exploratory study

The researcher first application to calculate the stability of the form factor that explores the same sample (15 players handball) a second time, and find out how you understand the content of the sample form.

Basic study
The researcher applying the questionnaire on handball players sample in the period from 20/07/2016 till 20/8/2016.

**Statistical processors**

The researcher used the statistical program spss ver. : 20 to find the following:

- Percentages.
- Spearman correlation matrix.
- Cross tables

**The results**

1. The players respond to warnings not to players over competitors in any way.
2. The players with the instructions of the coach respond to score goals and win the game was very important any way.
3. Players to justify violent behavior inside the stadium are a natural thing, to tell them the nature of the game as the coach.
4. The players resort to the use of violence in the playground in the case of negligence rule in its decisions.
5. The weakness of the family and the influence of parents on their children players toward violent behavior inside the playground.
6. Fans significant impact for the violent behavior of players inside playground.
7. Fans effect on the proportion of players does not vary according to age.
8. Media affects the players toward violent behavior inside the playground.
9. Players unload their frustrations with violence inside the playground because of the verdict unjust decisions against them.
10. The player is affected since childhood (coach and referee, the fans and the media) toward violent behavior significantly.
11. A large percentage of the players from the research sample instructions heard some coaches since childhood "Do not go through it rival any form", and saw some coaches praise on the player violent.

12. Players affected by the private dimension of the theory of social exchange by a large margin, meaning that players cannot agree on the occurrence of penalties and sanctions in exchange for rescue teams from defeat.

13. Players resorted to violence when the arrangement of the team in the conflict on the front of the championship table or in the rear.

14. Playing on the playground competitor does not affect the players and does not cause them tension does not make the performance violent.

15. Players significantly affected by the rules and laws of the game toward violent behavior.

16. Approved a large percentage of players that the rule of the game allow to play rough.

17. Training status of the player affect violent behavior inside the playground.

18. When the opponent passage because of the high skill uses a large percentage of the players to stop the violence in the case of the low training aspects to them.

19. Players affected by win toward violent behavior.

20. The players believe that playing wildly successful solution to win in many times.

21. A large proportion of respondents believe that they are violent forced to play in the crucial matches.

22. The players believe that playing violent inside the playground proof of manhood.